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Mechanical behavior law of ceramic nanoparticles from transmission
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E. Calvié a, J. Réthoré b, L. Joly-Pottuz a, S. Meille a, J. Chevalier a,n,1, V. Garnier a, Y. Jorand a,
C. Esnouf a, T. Epicier a, J.B. Quirk a,2, K. Masenelli-Varlot a,1

a INSA-Lyon, MATEIS UMR5510, 7 Avenue J. Capelle, 69621 Villeurbanne Cedex, France
b INSA-Lyon, LaMCoS UMR5259, 7 Avenue J. Capelle, 69621 Villeurbanne Cedex, France

A methodology has been developed to determine constitutive laws of nanoparticles from in situ nano-compression experiments in a transmission electron 
microscope. It is based on image analysis to obtain relevant load–displacement curves, followed by finite element analysis associated to an inverse 
method. A transition alumina, stable only at the nanometer size, has been characterized as an example. The Young modulus and yield strength of this 
transition alumina, not available for such crystallographic structure, have been obtained.

1. Introduction

In materials science, a constitutive law describes the response

of a material to an external solicitation. With the growing

importance of nanotechnology in materials design and fabrication,

access to constitutive laws at the nanoscale is a topical issue [1].

Several studies have dealt with the determination of the Young0s

modulus of nano-objects with high aspect ratios [2–5], eventually

incorporating the yield or failure stress [6]. For example, plasticity

could be observed in silicon, which is known to exhibit brittle

behavior at the macroscopic scale [7]. In parallel, the development

of in situ nano-indentation in TEM has been a major breakthrough,

since it allows both local determination and the observation in real

time of the nanoparticles0 mechanical behavior [6–10]. However,

no attempt was made to obtain their mechanical behavior

constitutive law.

The plastic deformation of small commercial alumina nano-

particles has recently been reported [13]. Based on these observa-

tions, the objective of the present work was therefore to obtain

constitutive laws from in situ nano-compression experiments in

the transmission electron microscope (TEM) from image proces-

sing and load–displacement curves. The transition alumina nano-

particles are currently used for the fabrication of ceramic bulk

materials. However, their mechanical properties remain unknown

since the transition phases are not present in the sintered state

and cannot be experimentally tested with conventional mechan-

ical techniques.

2. Materials and methods

The commercial transition alumina powder (NanoTeks, Nano-

phase Technologies Corporation, Romeoville, IL, USA) is produced

by Physical Vapor Synthesis (PVS). It was dispersed in acidified

water at pH 4 using a 100 W ultrasound probe for 2 min, in order

to test particles individually [14,15].

In situ nano-indentation tests were carried out using a dedi-

cated straining sample holder from Nanofactory Instruments,

fitted in a JEOL 2010F microscope operating at 200 kV accelerating

voltage. The sample holder was equipped with a truncated

diamond tip with a flattened area of about 500 nm2 and a load

cell (maximum load of 3 mN). Particles were positioned on a

sapphire substrate of 0.75 mm thick, moving towards the tip during

compression at a controlled displacement rate (0.5 nm/s). Images

of the experiment were directly recorded using a Gatan Orius 200

camera and video sequences acquired by the freeware CamStudio

(v2.0, http://www.rendersoftware.com/products/camstudio).

The real displacement applied to the nanoparticle was deter-

mined by using Digital Image Correlation (DIC) from the experi-

mental micrographs. By comparing two successive images, the

displacement of the grey level transition at the boundary of the

support and at the boundary of the tip was estimated. DIC usually

allows arbitrary displacement fields to be estimated with a sub-

pixel resolution (about 1/100 pixel), but in the present work only
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a rigid translation was searched for the measurement of this

displacement; the actual displacement applied to the particle

was obtained. Initially measured in pixels, this was further con-

verted into nanometers by using the TEM scale bar.

Finite element (FE) simulations were performed using ABA-

QUSs software. The initial particle was modelled as a sphere,

its radius being estimated from the first image of the sequence.

An axisymmetric model was built and the analysis accounted for

geometrical non-linearities and contact with the tip and the

support. Among the data available from the analysis, the reaction

force for applying the displacement was extracted. Then, based on

an inverse method, the parameters of the material constitutive

model were adapted so that the reaction force matches the force

measured during the experiment.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 displays high resolution transmission electron micro-

graphs of several nanoparticles. They are well crystallized, with

eventually twin boundaries in very few of them. The indexation of

the electron diffraction patterns revealed the presence of transi-

tion phases of Al2O3, namely δ (ICCD no. 16-0394) and γ (ICCD no.

29-1486), with proportions of about 30 and 70 wt%, respectively,

in agreement with X-ray diffraction [11]. In order to preserve the

integrity of the particles during exposure to the electron beam, no

extensive electron diffraction work was performed before testing

to identify their precise crystallographic nature, and characterize

the twins possibly present. However, as twins are mostly observed

in the biggest nanoparticles, and because we tested only perfect

spheres, it is thought that the in situ nanoindentation experiments

were carried out on nanoparticles without twins.

An experimental force–real displacement curve, recorded for a

nanoparticle of 96 nm in diameter with compression of 50 nm, is

displayed in Fig. 2 (see Video 1, as Supporting information). We

confirm the existence of plasticity at the nanoscale, even on a

material exhibiting fragile behavior at the macro-scale. The para-

meters of a constitutive law have been extracted from the force–

displacement curve using two different methods, namely an

analytical one – using either the theory of a Hertz contact in a

sphere-plane geometry for the load curve or the elastic response

of a cylinder for the unload curve – and the inverse method

described above.

Supplementary material related to this article can be found

online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.matlet.2014.01.002.

In the case of DIC–FE analysis, the force–displacement curve

was fitted up to the onset of strain localization. To obtain a

satisfying fit between the computed and the measured forces, a

Von Mises elastic–plastic model with linear isotropic hardening is

used. The yield limit is thus a linear function (initial value sy, slope

H) of the accumulated plastic strain. The constitutive model used

herein thus involves four parameters: the Poisson ratio ν which

has been fixed to 0.3, the Young0s modulus E, the initial yield stress

sy and strain hardening coefficient H. The Poisson0s ratio was fixed

to 0.3, since this is a conventional value generally observed on

crystalline solids. This is also roughly the value for bulk alumina.

Moreover, its value had a negligible influence on the other, the

most important parameters. E, H and sy are adjusted until a

satisfying agreement between the experimental and the computed

response is obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and summarized in

Fig. 1. High resolution TEM micrographs of several alumina nanoparticles, showing the crystallinity quality and the presence of twin boundaries (in very few particles).
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Table 1. The Young0s modulus and the yield stress of the

nanoparticle are equal to 115 GPa and 10 GPa, respectively. Strain

hardening can be considered as negligible. The excellent agree-

ment with the values obtained from the analytical elastic model

validates the DIC–FE procedure. It is noteworthy that the same

constitutive law, namely a perfect elastic–plastic model with very

similar values of E and sy, has also been obtained from several

experiments similar to the one described in the present figures.

It should also be noticed that the value of E and sy found here for

the nanoparticles cannot be compared with that corresponding

to bulk alumina, since bulk alumina crystallises in a different

form (the α phase) during sintering, which exhibits brittle

behavior.

One of the major advantages of in situ nano-indentation in the

TEM is the ability to observe the structural modifications inside

the nanoparticle during the tests, which are revealed by diffraction

contrasts. Clearly, for small loadings, Bragg fringes appear in the

nanoparticle (see Figs. 2 and 3a), which are similar to those

observed on other types of nanoparticles and possibly attributed

to dislocations and elastic deformation [11,12]. In Fig. 3a, we

present a superposition of the experimental image (deformation

39%) with a map of the total equivalent plastic strain, calculated by

FE simulations using the previously determined constitutive law.

The contours of the maximum equivalent plastic strain have been

highlighted. A good agreement between the experimental

image and the calculated map indicates that the observed Bragg

fringes are indeed the most probably caused by plastic

deformation. The physical origin of plasticity in α alumina

(obtained through nano-indentation tests on bulk samples for

example) is generally associated to dislocations motion. Its origin

in the present transition alumina is unknown and the current set

of results does not allow to give a definitive physical interpreta-

tion. However, the elastic–plastic behavior law obtained through

the inverse method is compatible with the most common plastic

mechanisms by slipping. The theoretical shear strength of a single

crystal without dislocation is given by τEth�(E/16). It would therefore

lead to yield stress of syth�(E/8) for a Schmid factor of 0.5. Given a

Young0s modulus of 115 GPa as measured experimentally, this simple

calculation would lead to a theoretical yield stress of syth�14 GPa,

which is of the same order as the experimental yield stress measured

experimentally (10 GPa). At higher loadings, corresponding to

approximately 45% deformation, damage occurs with the formation

of tilted parallel lines, which can be regarded as cracks (see Fig. 3b).

For a compressed sphere, fracture is expected to occur in brittle

solids through a crack initiating at the center of the sphere – due to a

tensile stress state – and propagating perpendicular to the com-

pressed surfaces. This was observed in silicon nanospheres [10] of

larger diameters (range of 170–250 nm). In our case, plasticity occurs

almost in the whole nanoparticle and the stress reaches the yield

stress within the plastic domain. Fig. 3b displays both the experi-

mental image and a calculation of the Tresca shear strain, just before

the first crack appears. Parallel dashed lines indicate the observed

direction of the first crack. The excellent agreement clearly demon-

strates that the formation of cracks is governed by shearing, and that

plastic deformation occurs well before fracture.

Knowing the mechanical behavior laws of nanoparticles may

be of importance for phenomena such as third body wear particle

in contact mechanics, milling of nanoparticles which may exhibit

a plastic behavior below a certain size, or particle compaction

during green body preparation of ceramics. It is for example

usually considered that ceramic nano-powders just re-arrange

without plastification during compaction. Fig. 4 shows a TEM

image of a focused ion beam (FIB) thin section of a powder

compact composed of the same transition alumina and pressed

at ambient temperature under a pressure of 5 GPa. It definitively

proves that plastification of ceramic nanoparticles can occur

during compaction at ambient temperature.

Table 1

Young0s modulus E and yield stress sy derived from DIC–FE and from the analytical

method. H is equal to zero.

Load curve Unload curve

FEM Analytical Analytical

E (GPa) ry (GPa) E (GPa) ry
a (GPa) E (GPa)

115 10 113 8 113

a Average contact pressure at the end of the elastic domain.

Fig. 2. TEM in situ nano-indentation force–displacement curve. Images are displayed at key points of the force–displacement curve. The simulations using DIC–FE (red curve)

or the analytical method (blue curves) are also displayed. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this

article.)
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4. Conclusion

A constitutive law has been determined and values for the

Young0s modulus and the yield stress could be obtained for the

nanoparticles. An example was given here on transition alumina

nanoparticles. This methodology can be applied to any type of

nanoparticles – regarding their composition and crystallography –

and can thus open new routes for the understanding and optimi-

zation of materials via a bottom-up approach.
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Fig. 3. (a) Superposition of an experimental image with the corresponding map of the total equivalent plastic strain calculated by DIC–FE, for the case of a 96 nm diameter

nanoparticle. The contours of the maximum equivalent plastic strain are highlighted with dotted lines. (b) Superposition of an experimental image with the corresponding

map of the Tresca shear strain calculated by DIC–FE, in the case of a 96 nm diameter nanoparticle. The direction of the first crack is indicated by a dotted line.

Fig. 4. TEM image showing plastic deformation of alumina nanoparticles in a

powder compact during a pressing experiment at ambient temperature, under a

pressure of 5 GPa. Arrows indicate nanoparticles highly deformed.
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